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To Whom It May Concern:

The presence of the following grievances concerning the Potter Hall Cafeteria prompts us to petition for correction of the deplorable situation now in existence.

Approximately 300 students form a continuous line to the steam tables at each meal. This means that the people who have eight or one o'clock classes seldom have more than fifteen minutes in which to eat. Suggestion: Either give these people priority or have longer serving periods.

Evidently some of the canned vegetables are served without heating as lumps of grease may be seen still sticking to them after they are in your tray. Certainly they are mighty cold.

The little boys from the training school have been known to "crash" the line, throw bread at one another across the dining hall, and get into fights there. Suggestion: Supervision.

Wads of chewed chewing gum in the fruit salad, flies and nails in the bean soup, hairs in the butter and pies, and long green worms in the lettuce salad and green beans have been found. Suggestion: Introduction of hair nets, uniforms, and precautions against flies. This is the truth too.

Trays and silverware with remnants of preceding meals and cloudy glasses are not very appetizing either. Suggestion: More good soap and water.

Last but, not least--
A filthy dirty dog is usually under one of the tables or lying in front of the water fountain. Suggestion: Either kill the dogs or keep them out of the vicinity of our food.
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